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Weather Monitoring Model



4. Model Design of Weather Monitoring Model



To generate the model we need derived data from NOAA and GMS satellite such as temperature and cloud covering. Then, by using the equations base on meteorology process to derive other meteorology elements or variable such as water vapor, air pressure, humidity and condensations level. Before implemented the model, they need to validate. Therefore, it needs the actual and supporting data such as vector map and digital elevation model (DEM). So, the data will be used to build this system are: •



NOAA satellite raw data ( Local Area Coverage -LAC) • Digital elevation model (DEM) data (scale: 1:1000000) • Vector map of global and regional area All of the data on above will be used in the procedures that simplify such as: • Build the mechanistic model • Derive the variable and parameter which possible • Data inventory • Data analysis • Build information system Based data collection and process, we should consider about the sources error which possible. This proposal has derived the source error as possible (Appendix 1). The approach of model desig of weather monitoring model was divided into five
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tasks. First task was satellite data capturing and extracting, second task was development of numerical modeling based on dynamic and thermodynamic of atmospheric process, third task was integration of numerical modeling and geographic information system in the spatial model, fourth task was to develop graphical user interface and the fifth task was application of system in the real-world. The method is presented in Figure 3.2. Otherwise, methodologies of research also do testing system and validation process. Testing system will be doing if all model could covers all system that was build or already establish and then develop the graphical user interface. Validation process will be done if the system was finished including graphical user interface. Actually, this research did not conduct model validation, due to limitation of measured data such as those were by radio-sonde and time constraint. Generally, these methods have three submodels that should be created. The first model, is direct extracting data access from satellite data, second model is numerical model for atmospheric process and the last model is spatial model provide by GIS and the result of numerical model. The methods to create each model should be supported by software available.
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Figure 3.2. Block diagram of model design



4.1. Input Model 4.1.1. Satellite data capturing and extracting Satellite data derived from NOAA-14 satellite. To capture satellite data will be downloading from Internet. Actually, data from internet is raw data and has the specific format data. Its mean, satellite data derive by different machine language that consists in the one metadata. NOAA satellite data has three main formats; signed integer, unsigned integer and ASCII format data. Each of formats data provides some information such as spectral value each of channel, geo-position, energy reflectance etc., which can be extract into numerical and spatial information (Appendix 2). Satellite data in this research were derived from NOAA-14 satellite. Those data were obtained from Internet in the form raw data which specific format data. Specific format
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data refers to satellite data that were derived by different machine language in one metadata. NOAA satellite data has three main formats; signed integer, unsigned integer and ASCII format. To extract information from satellite, we build a model for direct access by using computer programmed. The program will be translating information of raw data information become numerical information in the text format, so that can be read by numerical model (Appendix 2). To extract information from satellite, this research will be build a model for direct access by using computer programmed. The program will be translating information of raw data information become numerical information in the text format, so that can be read by numerical model. The data will be extracting in this model are surface temperature and geo-coordinate. The model architecture to direct access satellite data can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Model’s architecture for direct access satellite data



NOAA satellite data that was used as input model are AVHRR – LAC (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer – Local Area Coverage) type. Description about it could be seen in chapter 2.2.3. Actually, it has spatial resolution is 1,1 x 1,1 kilometers square and temporal resolution is one day, but for this model, spatial resolution would be decreasing become 50 x 50 kilometers



square for global area and 8 x 8 kilometers square for Indonesia area. It was used in this model because when the model is running, it would be limitation by computer processor and memory. If this model still used actual resolution, result of model would be get more than one day such as presenting in Table 4.1a and 4.1b .



Table 4.1a. Time estimation to run the model (0°E-270°E and 60°N – 60°S) Time estimation Spatial resolution Second Minute Hour 278 4.63 0.08 50 x 50 km 8 x 8 km 1,1 x 1,1 km



25410 99424



423.50 1657.07



7.06 27.62



Table 4.1b. Time estimation to run the model (82°E-164°E and 23.5°N – 23.5°S) Time estimation Spatial resolution Second Minute Hour 50 x 50 km 3 0.05 0.001 8 x 8 km 421 7.02 0.117 1,1 x 1,1 km 21754 362.57 6.043



Decreasing spatial resolution of NOAA data was done with selecting latitude and longitude coordinate value which could be divided 5 after their value to be multiplication by 10 to get 50 x 50 kilometers square resolution dataset and divided 8 after their value to multiplication by 100 to get 8 x 8 kilometers square dataset. This process will be done when the NOAA data was extracting into XYZ format. By Idung Risdiyanto



Day 0.003 0.294 1.151



Day 0.000 0.005 0.252



Figure (4.8) below is the logical flow of decreasing spatial data into 50 x 50 kilometers squares. Foe example, Table 4.2 gives the sample of data set.
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Figure 4.8. Logical flow of decreasing spatial resolution from 1.1 x 1.1 kilometer square into 50 x 50 kilometers squares. Table 4.2. Sample of dataset which was extracting from NOAA satellite raw data Latitude



Longitude



-6.0 -6.5 -7.0 -7.5 -8.0 -8.5 -9.0 -9.5 Etc.



112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5 Etc.



Each of modules of weather element in the model design has the specific input to generate objective data. So that, there should be describing based on the numerical and spatial process such as explanation in the sub 4.1. Table 4.3 describes the input data type each of module in the model. From this table can be known that the result from one of module of model will be used for others model. Surface temperature module is the most important module, because resulting or data output, which was produced by it, will be used for almost all modules that consist in the model. Actually, surface temperature
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Radiance Value of Ch.3 (mW/(m2sr.cm-1) 1.082 1.102 1.071 1.028 1.082 1.086 1.080 1.091 Etc. module has two input data; there are radian value from extracting process of NOAA raw data and DEM data as correcting and filling null data. Extracting process of NOAA raw data gives radian value for channel 3 and 4 as its result. It should be available, if extracting did not produce the radian value or all of the result extracting process produced null data, so, the model cannot run. Although, DEM data will fill null data, but not all coordinate would be covering by DEM data (only land or continent). About DEM data would be explained on the other part of sub 4.2.1.
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Table 4.3. The data input each of modules of weather element No



1



2



Weather Element



Surface Temperature



Air Pressure



Radian value of channel 3 and 4



• XYZ format



DEM



• XYZ format



Surface Temperature



• XYZ format • Grid notation



Geopotential 3



Wind Isobar Map



4



5



6



Type of data format



Data Input



• • • • •



XYZ format Grid notation Isoline Grid notation Isobar line



Relative Humidity



The data input was produced from air pressure module The data input was produced from surface temperature module The data input was produced from extracting NOAA raw data process The data input was produced from surface temperature module



• XYZ format • Grid notation



Radian value of channel 3 and 4



• XYZ format



Surface Temperature



• XYZ format • Grid notation



Solar radiation on top atmosphere and earth surface



• XYZ format • Grid notation



The data input was produced from solar radiation module



Surface Temperature



• XYZ format • Grid notation



The data input was produced from surface temperature module



Solar radiation on top atmosphere and earth surface



• XYZ format • Grid notation



The data input was produced from solar radiation module



4.1.2. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) As a data input, DEM data has two functions. The first function is data correcting. It function would be operating, if result of the surface temperature module consist the error data. It means, surface temperature, which was produce by extracting NOAA raw data do not consider or do not appropriate with the locations and elevation. It this model the error data could be called as data anomaly. For example if the certain coordinate in tropical area and its elevation is 4500 meters, the value of temperature not possible more
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The data input was produced from extracting NOAA raw data process It was used to correcting data and filling null data The data input was produced from surface temperature module



Surface Temperature Solar Radiation



Probability of precipitation



Description



than 50°C, so, this value would be correcting with DEM data. The second function is data filling. It would operate if the results of temperature module consist of null data, although the geography coordinate and elevation still in the area. In this research, source of the DEM data could be downloading from internet (www.ngdc.noaa.gov). It have the resolution is 8 x 8 kilometers square. Its resolution is a one factor why Indonesia spatial data used same resolution. Figure 4.9 is a sample of DEM data as a picture file format.
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Figure 4.9. Spatial DEM data



This is a sample of DEM data in XYZ format which was extracted from spatial data like as above Figure. Data format:



Datavalues in whole Meters (- = below sea level)



Delimiter: "," Grid size: 121 x 721 matrix of 5-minute grid values beginning at NorthWest corner progressing Eastward for 121 values, then stepping 5 minutes South for the next row, ending at SouthEast corner. Note: Negative latitudes are South. Negative longitudes are West. Lon,Lat,Datavalue 110.00,30.00,915 110.08,30.00,1067 110.17,30.00,990 110.25,30.00,914 110.33,30.00,914 110.42,30.00,914 110.50,30.00,838 110.58,30.00,762 110.67,30.00,686 110.75,30.00,610 110.83,30.00,442 110.92,30.00,274 111.00,30.00,320
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4.1.3. Base map dataset In this research, the database of base map consists of two main data with the shape file (*.shp) format which provide by ArcView software. The first data is global map. It has the coordinate boundary are 0° East -270° East and 60° North – 60° South (Figure 4.10). This map represents the



tropical and sub-tropical area. Not all longitude area was presented in this map, because the model consider the weather phenomena that influences to Indonesia area, so that, only longitude which present Hindia and Pacific Ocean which was used.



Figure 4.10. Global base map



The second data is Indonesia map including surround it. The coordinate boundaries for this data are 82.5° East – 164° East and 23.5° North – 23.5° South (Figure 4.11). The



location surround Indonesia needs to show, because weather phenomena of Indonesia was influencing there.



Figure 4.11. Indonesia base map
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4.2. Numerical model for atmospheric process Developed numerical model for atmospheric process consider about thermodynamic and dynamic of atmosphere process. The basic task of meteorology is to formulated theoretical model of the dynamic and thermodynamic of atmospheric process for the purpose of creating justifiable weather prediction schemes for longer periods time. This research will be attempt to formulate a theoretical model of weather prediction on the basis of the hydrodynamic difference equations in a way which leads to the simultaneous fulfillment of the conservation laws of the total momentum, the mass, and the total energy of a system. Interesting results in this direction were obtained for certain problems in the general circulation of the atmosphere and local phenomena of weather. This model should determine the principles of constructing computational algorithm for solving problems in the dynamic and thermodynamic of atmospheric process. This model will not strive for great generality and completeness in the physical formulation of the problem. Thus, the adiabatic model of the atmosphere will be chosen as a basis, and domain of definition of the solution coincide with the upper half space of the Cartesian coordinate system. To simplify of computing each of weather element, this research will be assumption that atmosphere as air column. The weather element that was simulations by this model are (i) air surface temperature, (ii) air pressure of atmosfer layer, (iii) wind, (iv) solar radiation and (v) estimation of water vapor content 4.2.1. Air Surface Temperature The weather numerical model, which creates in this research, used temperature data as the main input for others weather element data. Source data of temperature provide that two type of raw data. Those are NOAA satellite data and digital elevation model (DEM) data. NOAA satellite data provide surface temperature, which the result of converting process from raw NOAA data into ASCII data with XYZ format.
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Converting process is the computer programming with the source of program’s algorithm provide by metadata of NOAA such as in Appendix 2. Actually the main equations that used to get surface temperature data are: T(E ) =



T(E) C1 C2 E V



C2V  C V3  ln 1 + 1  E  



− 273.15



(4.1)



: : : :



temperature value (°C) 1.1910659 * 10-5 (mW/m2.sr.cm-1) 1.438833 cm.K Radiance value of channel 2 -1 (mW/m .sr.cm ) : central wave Channel 3 : 2638.652 /cm Channel 4 : 928.2603/cm



The surface temperature data from NOAA satellite data could not cover all area, so that, DEM data was used to corrected and filled the blank or null data of the surface temperature (Figure 4.1). DEM data provide three column data, there are latitude, longitude and elevation. Surface temperature (ST) that derived from DEM data were calculated as a function such as: ST = f(longitude, latitude, elevation, time) Longitude, latitude and time variable related with horizontal distribution each of air temperature, whereas, elevation related with vertical temperature distribution. To calculated air temperature with the input variable such as on above, used the algorithm program from Shierary Weather data model (Appendix 3). Surface temperature from NOAA data and DEM data would be interpolated so that could get the data, which represent for all area or each of parcels has the value. The interpolation method is a kriging. It is a geostatistical gridding method that has proven useful and popular in many fields. This method produces visually appealing maps from irregularly spaced data. Kriging attempts to express trends suggested in data, so that, for example, high points might be connected along a ridge rather than isolated by bull's-eye type contours. Kriging is a very flexible gridding method.
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Raw NOAA Data



NOAATEMP.EXE X,Y,Z



Null Data



Yes DEM Data



X,Y,E



No



Temperature Model



X,Y,Z



Juliandate Time



Spatial Interpolation X = Longitude (dd) Y = Latitude (dd) Z = Temperature (°C) E = Elevation (m)



Surface Temperature



Figure 4.1. Logical flow to produce surface temperature data



4.2.2. Atmosphere Pressure Module of atmosphere pressure was built based on vertical and horizontal distribution. One of assumption to create the model that a atmosphere could be see as composed of the air parcel and each of there have certain spatial resolution. The data known as input of the air pressure Module are coordinate geography and surface temperature of air parcel. The other assumptions that used to build this model are : -2



 acceleration of gravity (g0) : 9.80665 ms  air parcel condition is hydrostatic equilibrium  Initialization of air pressure (P0) :1013.25 mbar  Atmosphere height less than 11 km has the certain lapse rate and the value is γ = -1 6.5 K.km
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a. Vertical distribution of atmosphere pressure Vertical distribution of atmosphere Module consider about distance of pressure height from sea surface or where the level height of point with certain pressure value in the atmosphere column. Figure 4.2 could give simple illustrations that the atmosphere column could be divided into some layers and each of a layer has the specific pressure value. Based on assumption, outputs Module is a geopotential height could be achieve by each a pressure layers in the atmosphere. In this Module the atmosphere divided into 9 layers of pressure. There are 900 mb, 850 mb, 800 mb, 750 mb, 700 mb, 650 mb, 600 mb, 550 mb and 500 mb.
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Heigth



Pressure at top of troposphere



pressure in mid-troposphere Troposphere



sea level pressure 1013 mb 0 meter Temperature



Figure 4.2. Illustration of vertical pressure distribution



The module to calculated geopotential height is an equations that derivation from Poison’s equation such as in the chapter two. Consider with it equations, the model are:



 γz  p = p 0 1 −  T 0   T  p = T0  p 0 ln



  



g



γR



γR g



T γR  p = ln T0 g  p 0



  



ln (T0 − γz ) − ln T0 =



γR (ln p − ln p 0 ) g











 g







(T0 − γz ) = Exp γR (ln p − ln p 0 ) + ln T0     γR  T0 − Exp (ln p − ln p 0 ) + ln T0     meter  g z=  γ      



p T0



: certain atmosphere height (mbar) : surface temperature
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g γ



: gravity (ms-2) -1 : lapse rate (Km )



b. Horizontal distribution of atmosphere pressure In this model, horizontal distribution or variations of atmosphere pressure were defining as differences pressure value between air parcels on the constant height from sea surface level. Figure 4.3 is illustrated about horizontal distribution of atmosphere pressure at the constant height. The warm air has higher elevation than cold air. If area has high air column, it presented convergent area with upward air movement, whereas low air column presented divergent area with downward air movement. Used this model could be description about direction of pressure gradient force at the horizontal plate.



(4.2)
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Height



WARM AIR



COULD AIR



Constant height (m)



500 mb 600 mb 800 mb 900 mb Latitude



Figure 4.3. Horizontal distribution of atmosphere pressure at constant height



The pressure value to be calculated using equations that derivation from Poison’s equation and was simulated by using array of pressure until constant height to be get (Figure 4.4). The result of this Module is pressure value at constant height (z) each of air parcel. Actually, discussion about meteorology does not often use the method to presented distribution of pressure. It use, because in this model does not support by observation data on the surface. Surface Temperature



for p = p0 to 0



 γz  p = p 0 1 −   T0 



No



g



γR



Z = constant heigth



Yes



P at constant heigth



Figure 4.4. Logical flow of calculation atmosphere pressure at constant height By Idung Risdiyanto



Result of vertical and horizontal distribution from above model would be interpolated between air parcel, in order to get the isoline chart of geopotensial height for vertical distribution and isobar chart for horizontal distribution. The interpolation used kriging method. Different with interpolation method for surface temperature, after each of result data of pressure have been interpolation, their need to add vector value as a map to presented the air movement. A vector map is a graphical presentation comprised of a field of small arrows. Each arrow shows a direction and a magnitude associated with the location at which the arrow is drawn. Vector map information, direction and magnitude, can be derived from one grid. The arrow symbol points in the downhill direction and the length of the arrow depends on the magnitude. Vector maps created with Cartesian data require that one grid contains X (longitude) component data and the other grid contains Y (latitude) component data. The data from the two grids are combined to produce vector direction and magnitude. The components can be in either negative or positive space. For example, consider a grid containing geopotential height information. The direction arrows would point in the direction air flows - from high low to height geopotential height. Magnitude is indicated by arrow length.
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chart (in XYZ and grid data format). The module would simulated three type of wind; geostrophic wind, gradient flow and thermal wind. Each of wind type has the relation between there such as given by Figure 4.5.



4.2.3. Wind Module of wind consider about direction and magnitude of wind. Both parameters of wind to be generating from source data as input of wind Module such as surface temperature, isobar chart (in XYZ and grid data format) and isoline of geopotential



Coriolis Force Pressure Gradien Force grid format



Isobar chart



XYZ Format



Geostrophic Wind



Surface Temperature Air Pressure



Isoline of geopotential chart



Centrifugal Force



XYZ Format



Thermal wind



Gradient Flow



Figure 4.5. Logical flow of wind module



Based on explanation about surface temperature and atmosphere pressure module on above, all input data of wind model is independent data. It means, each of data depend at the air parcel and does not has relation with other parcels, except, if their have been interpolation. So, before calculated the direction and magnitude of wind, the model need to created grid relations that can explain spatial and numerical derivative When a numerical derivative is needed, central difference formulae are used in the grid computations in model and uses "compass-based" grid notation to indicate the neighboring grid nodes, as illustrated below:
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ZNN ZNW ZN



ZNE



ZWW ZW



Z



ZE



ZSW



ZS



ZSE



ZEE



ZSS Figure 4.6. Illustration of grid compass-base Using this grid notation, we can write the difference equation approximations for the necessary derivatives at location Z as follows:
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dz Z E − Z W ≈ dx 2 ∆x dz Z N − Z S ≈ dy 2∆y d 2z ZE ≈ dx 2 d2z ZN ≈ dy 2



− 2Z + Z W ∆x 2 − 2Z + ZS ∆y 2



Z − Z NW − Z SE + Z SW d2z ≈ NE dxdy 4∆x∆y d 4 z Z WW − 4 Z W + 6 Z − 4 Z E + Z EE ≈ ∆x 4 dx 4 4 d z Z NN − 4 Z N + 6 Z − 4 Z S + Z SS ≈ dy 4 ∆y 4



Z − 2 Z N + Z NE − 2Z W + 4Z − 2Z E + Z SW − 2 Z S + Z SE d 4z ≈ NW 4∆x∆y dx 4 dy 4



(4.3)



a. Geostrophic Wind Based on balancing of pressure gradient force and Coriolis force, the magnitude of geostrophic wind could be simulated with the input data is isobar chart (in XYZ format data). Magnitude of geostrophic wind will be simulated as below equations:



PGF = CF (4.4)



1 ∆p = 2ΩVg sin φ ρ d Left side equation can be calculated as the first derivative of isobar data by using central difference which compass–base of grid notation (equations 4.3). So, the equations is:



p − 2p N + p NE − 2p W + 4p − 2p E + p SW − 2p S + p SE ∆p d4p = 4 4 = NW 4∆x∆y d dx dy



(4.5)



Magnitude of geostrophic wind can be calculated using substitute left side equation 4.4 with equation 4.5. The equation such as below:



1 d 4p = 2ΩVg sin φ ρ dx 4 dy 4 Vg =



 p NW − 2p N + p NE − 2p W + 4p − 2p E + p SW − 2p S + p SE 1  2ρΩ sin φ  4∆x∆y -1



  



(4.6)



Vg : Magnitude of geostrophic wind (ms ) ρ : Air mass specific was calculated using the empirics equation as a function that provide by temperature and pressure at certain level (kg m-3) -5 -1 Ω : Rotation rate of the earth ( 7.29 x 10 s ) φ : Latitude position of the grid
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b. Gradient Flow The gradient flow is due to a combination of the pressure gradient force (∆p/ρd), Coriolis force 2 (2ΩVg sin φ) and centrifugal force (V /r). Such as simulated of geostrophic wind, it also use central difference of grid notation using the first derivative of isobar. Before derivation of isobar, should be know the basic equation that used such as below:



v 2 1 ∆p + + 2ΩVg sin φ = 0 r ρ d



(4.7)



Substitute Vg with the equation 4.6, such as below:



v2 1 d4p 1 d4p + + =0 r ρ dx 2 dy 2 ρ dx 2 dy 2  1 d 4p v2 + 2 2 2 r  ρ dx dy



  = 0 



 1 d 4p v 2 = − 2r 2 2  ρ dx dy



  



v=



 1 d 4p − 2r 2 2  ρ dx dy



  



v=



 1 p NW − 2p N + p NE − 2p W + 4p − 2p E + p SW − 2p S + p SE − 2r 4∆x∆y ρ



  



(4.8)



c. Thermal Wind By combining the hypsometric equation (xxx) and the geostrophic equation it is possible to obtain the thermal wind equation which relates the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind to the horizontal temperature gradient. Combining both equation produce such as below:



v=



g0 ∂z 2Ω sin φ ∂n



(4.9)



∂z : hypsometric height (m) ∂n : distance of temperature isoline (m) -2



g0 : gravity (ms )



Temperature height was provided by hypsometric equation and was calculated depends on certain pressure level, for example at the middle troposphere level (500 mb). In this module have been used some pressure level such as explanation in the part of 4.1.2. Like as geostrophic and gradient flow model, it also uses central difference of grid notation using the first derivative of temperature height. So, equation 4.9 should be changing as below equation:



v=



g0 z NW − 2z N + z NE − 2z W + 4z − 2z E + z SW − 2z S + z SE 2Ω sin φ 4∆x∆y
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(4.10)
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d.



Wind Direction



Wind direction module consider about differences between cold and warm air or high and low pressure. So, the input data to generated wind direction are geopotential height which presenting differences of warm and cold air and isobar chart which presenting differences of high and low pressure. Such as generated velocity of wind on above part, wind direction also use “compass base” as basis to derivative direction. Differences of pressure each parcel at certain elevation level from surface could be assumption as a terrain, so that the wind direction as same as aspect of terrain. The terrain aspect operation calculates the downhill direction of the steepest slope at each grid node. It is the direction that is perpendicular to the isobar lines at certain elevation on the surface, and is exactly opposite the gradient direction. Terrain aspect values are reported in azimuth, where 0 degrees points due North, and 90 degrees points due East. The operation is given by:



A T = 270 −



 ∂p ∂p  360 a tan 2 ,  2π  ∂y ∂x 



The compass-based grid notation version of this equation is:



A T ≈ 270 −



4.2.4.



 p − pS p E − p W 360 , a tan 2 N 2 ∆x 2π  2 ∆y



The first theory would be used to simulated solar radiance value is Plank’s equation. This equation describe the quantum theory about energy transmitted by electromagnetic radiation exist in discrete unit called photons. The amount of energy associated with a photon of radiation is given by:



Q = hν



Q h ν λ c



(4.11)



Solar Radiation



Solar radiations module was built as a function of coordinate geography, time and surface temperature. Coordinate geography and time determined the potential value of solar radiation which receive by earth surface. Temperature of surface data would be used to generate the actual value when the satellite data was captured. All of source data will be combining with certain physical equation that related with electromagnetic wave.



ν=



  



c λ



(4.12a)



Eλ =



Eλ c1 c2 T



: : : :



c1  c   λ5  exp 2  − 1  λT   



(4.13)



Irradiance of radiation emitted 3.74 x 10-16 Wm-2 -2 -2 1.44 x 10 Wm Surface temperature (°C)



(4.12b)



: energy (J) -34 : Plank’s constant ( 6.626 x 10 J s) : frequency of electromagnetic wave : electromagnetic wavelength 8 -1 : speed of light (3 x 10 ms )
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The second theory is blackbody radiation. It is a hypothetical body comprising a sufficient number of molecules absorbing and emitting electromagnetic radiation in all parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The amount of radiation emitted by blackbody is uniquely determined by its temperature, as describe by Plank’s law, which states that irradiations of radiations emitted by a blackbody at absolute temperature T is given by (Wallace and Hobbs, 1977):



Using above approximation of equation 4.12 it can show that the wavelength of peak emission for a blackbody at temperature T is given by (Wien displacement law):
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2897 λm = T



(4.14)



In this model, known data is a surface temperature each of coordinate, so, the value of solar radiation, which receives by earth surface, can be calculated with creating the association above equation. As a recent, the surface temperature data which produce from extracting satellite data is converting infra red spectrum with certain electromagnetic wavelength into radiance value, then using the Plank’s law its value convert as temperature of surface. So that, the equation which use in this model to generated solar energy value which receives by earth’s surface in a moment is:



Q = hc



T 2897



(4.15)



Using above equation, if in this model used the assumption that the surface temperature data which captured from satellite data is a daily average, so the result of energy also daily average. Consider with the accumulations of solar radiation was received by earth surface of the day, the model calculate the day length and potential flux of solar. Day length is a function of longitude, latitude and day (Julian date). Difference of zenith angle (z) of solar radiation can occurs caused by differences of day or season. Defining zenith angle as a function of latitude and declination angle, day length can calculated such as below (Seller 1965):



cos z = sin φ sin δ + cos φ cos δ cosh h : time angle φ : latitude
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δ : angle of solar declination (δ = -23.4 cos [2π (Julian date + 10)/365] When the sun rises or sight, the value of z is 90° and time angle as same as half day length. So, the half-day length can be calculated with time angle h=H is given by:



cos 90 o = 0 = sin φ sin δ + cos φ cos δ cos H  sin φ sin δ   = − tan φ tan δ cos H = −  cos φ cos δ  H = − tan −1 φ tan −1 δ



(4.16)



Day length can be calculated with converting 2H, from unit angle (deg) into time unit (hour) as such as below equation:



 24  N = 2H   360 



(4.17)



4.2.5. Estimation of Water Vapor Content Module of estimation of water vapor content consider about water vapor mass and cloud distribution. They are can be prediction form vertical distribution of solar energy (Figure 4.7). Cloud, water vapor and aerosol that available in the atmosphere is disturbing of radiations transfer, because they are would be absorb and reflect the electromagnetic wave from solar and any part from it that transmit to earth surface. In this model, was build mechanism of energy transfer as basis for predicting estimation of water vapor content with to convert the energy value which absorb by atmosphere (especially water vapor) into mass of water vapor.
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Satellite Solar Radiation Qa atmosphere disturbing (water vapour, aeorosol etc.)



Qatm



Qs



Irradiance Earth surface



Figure 4.7. Mechanism of energy transfer from solar to earth surface and satellite sensor



The assumption was used in this model is scale analysis for atmosphere content, so that only water vapor component to be considering as atmosphere content. The other assumption is volume constant, so that the specific heat of water vapor used the value is 1463 J kg-1 K-1. Differential of temperature is differences between earth surface and certain level which determine with the pressure level (In this model used 800 mb) and was calculated with dry adiabatic lapse rate. The equation which used is water vapor absorption to the energy of solar radiation is given by:



Q atm = mc v dT m=



Q atm c v dT



m=



Q atm c v (TS − T800 )



(4.18)



The solar energy was absorbing by atmosphere could be calculated such as below:



Q atm = Q a − Q s
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The solar energy, which receives by earth surface, was substituted by using equation 4.14.



Q atm = Q a − hc



Ts 2897



(4.19)



Qa is potential energy that receives on top atmosphere and as a fuction of latitude, solar declination angle and day. The equation is given by (Handoko, 1994):



Q a = 0.6258(H sin φ sin δ + cos φ cos δ sin H ) Based on equation 4.17 can be seen that if absorption solar energy by atmosphere is high, it is presenting the high water vapor mass. The value of water vapor mass on certain area can be used as indicator to predict precipitations, because the high value will be increasing growing cloud. So, to get estimation of water vapor content in the atmosphere can used ratio between energy that absorb by atmosphere and energy that receive on top atmosphere is given by:



WVp =



Q atm x100% Qa



(4.20)
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4.3. Integration numerical modeling and geographic information system



procedures will be use computer programming MS Visual Basic to handle numerical process and spatial data. The result of integration procedures is weather prediction that consist attribute of weather element with the spatial and temporal resolution decided. Figure 3.5 as block diagram of integrations procedures.



Integration numerical model and geographic information system consider about spatial information such as topography and land cover type. It is important, because topography influences weather phenomena especially local condition. If we used numerical modeling only, we just get the result of global conditions not influences by local conditions.



4.1.2. Graphical user interface In this study, the user interfaces will be build by current emphasis on the graphical user interfaces and standard windowing environment. In order to the users and operators can be access or used the system is easier. The other hand, when create user interface we can build by using programmed language and it properties, so that the user interface will be more interactive and interesting. In this case the user interface customize by MS Visual Basic Program



GIS technology will used for spatial model as preparation topographic and land cover data. Provide by spatial modeling are the local climate conditions such as normal averages of temperature based on altitude, normal conditions for energy balance based on latitude and longitude of locations. All of GIS data will be integration with the data that provide by numerical modeling. It . Spatial variable:



GIS / Spatial modeling



- DEM / Topography - Land cover type Satellite data : Temporal and Spatial Data Changing



Local Conditions



INTEGRATION MODEL



Numerical Model of Atmospheric Process



Global conditions



Attribute, Spatial and Temporal Information of weather prediction



Figure 3.5. Block diagram of integration procedure.
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model are AVHRR â€“ LAC (Advanced Very. High Resolution Radiometer â€“ Local Area. Coverage) type. Description about it could be seen in chapter 2.2.3. Actually, it has spatial resolution is 1,1 x 1,1 kilometers square and temporal resolution is one day, but for this model, spatial resolution would be decreasing become 50 ... 
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